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A flower cannot blossom without sunshine, and man cannot 
live without love. Max Muller 
 
The sun is gone, but I have a light. Kurt Cobain 
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This Study is about conspiracy. The problem of this study is what conspiracy 
expressed in Oliver Twist novel. The object of the study is Oliver Twist novel by 
Charles Dickens. It employed an individual pshycological approach. This study 
belongs to qualitative research. In this method, there are two types of data source, 
namely primary and secondary data source. The primary data source is the novel and 
the secondary data is other material related to the study. Both data are collected 
through library research and analyzed by descriptive analysis. The result of the study 
shows the following conclusion. Based on the analysis it is clear that  there is a close 
relation between this novel and the individual reality in England in early nineteenth 
century. Dickens wants to explore the conspiracy of England in early nineteenth 
century through Oliver Twist novel. 
Keyword: conspiracy, England, Oliver Twist, an Individual Psychological. 
 
